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Let p be an odd prime and n a positive integer and let k be a field of
Ž . p n w xcharacteristic zero. Let K s k w with w s a g k where a is such that K : k s
n Ž .rp and let r denote the largest integer between 0 and n such that K l k z sp
Ž . rr rk z , where z denotes a primitive p th root of unity. The extension Krk isp p
separable, but not necessarily normal and, by Greither and Pareigis, is H-Galois
Ä Äwith H a K-Hopf algebra form of a group ring kN where K is the normal closure
ÄŽ .of Krk. H is said to be almost classical if N - Gal Krk . The result is that if
r - n then there are pr Hopf Galois structures on Krk for which the associated
group N is cyclic of order pn. Of these, pm inŽ r , nyr . are almost classical and the
rest are non-almost classical. When r s n, there are pny 1 H-Galois structures for
which N ( C n of which only one is almost classical. Finally, we show that thesep
are the only structures possible. That is, for this class of extensions, N must be
cyclic. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. PRELIMINARIES
Hopf Galois Extensions
Most of the general theory about Hopf algebras and Hopf Galois
w x Žextensions can be found in 18, 4 . The notion of a Hopf Galois or
.H-Galois extension is defined over commutative rings other than fields.
However, in the context of this discussion, we will restrict ourselves to
Hopf Galois extensions of fields, in particular separable extensions which
w xare the setting of 5 and this discussion in general. Throughout, we shall
assume that char k s 0 and that all unadorned tensors are over k unless
otherwise indicated.
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Given a field k, a finitely generated k-algebra A, and a k-Hopf algebra
H, we say that Ark is an H-module algebra if there exists m: H “
Ž .End A , a k-algebra homomorphism such that for h g H and x, y g A,k
m h xy s m h x m h y , iŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ž1. Ž2.
Ž .h
Ž .where D h s Ý h m h ,Žh. Ž1. Ž2.
m h 1 s e h 1. iiŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Here D and e are respectively the comultiplication and counit structure
maps of H. We sometimes phrase this condition by saying that H measures
Ž .A to A. Condition ii is simply the statement that
k : AH ,
where
H <A s x g A m h x s e h x ;h g H 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
which is the fixed subalgebra of A under the action of H.
We call Ark an H-Galois extension if Ark is an H-module algebra
H Ž .such that k s A and the induced map 1 m m: AaH “ End A given byk
Ž Ž .Ž ..aah ‹ b ‹ am h b is an isomorphism of k-algebras where AaH is
the smash product of A with H. As a k-module, AaH is just A m H
where we denote a generator a m h by aah, and the algebra structure is
given by the formula,
cah c9ah9 s m h c9 ah h9,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ž1. Ž2.
Ž .h
Ž .where D h s Ý h m h . Also, it should be noted that the definitionŽh. Ž1. Ž2.
of H-Galois extension of a general commutative ring requires that the
algebra be faithfully flat over the base ring. This is automatic when the
base ring is a field, as it is for the extensions we are dealing with.
For those extensions which are H-Galois there is a Galois type corre-
spondence between k-sub-Hopf algebras of H and subalgebras of A
containing k. Specifically, we have the following:
w xTHEOREM 1.1 4, Theorem 7.6 . If we define for a k-sub-Hopf algebra W
of H,
< WFix W s w g A m w x s e w x ;w g W s A 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
then the map
Fix
< 4  4W : H sub-Hopf algebra “ E k : E : A , E a k-subalgebra
is injecti¤e and inclusion re¤ersing.
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The case when Fix is also surjecti¤e is of interest and will be discussed
later.
A fundamental example of a Hopf Galois extension is an ordinary
Ž .Galois extension. Specifically, if G s Gal Krk then Krk is a Hopf
Galois extension where the Hopf algebra that acts is the group ring kG.
One can verify this directly by using the fact that in the group ring, the
Ž . Ž .comultiplication and counit maps are given by D g s g m g and e g s 1.
Moreover, this holds in reverse since a Hopf Galois extension where the
Hopf algebra that acts is a group ring is, in fact, an ordinary Galois
extension in disguise. Now this may not seem like a particularly satisfying
example but it points up the fact that Hopf Galois theory is a generaliza-
tion of ordinary Galois theory. Other examples of Hopf Galois extensions
w xand the algebras which act can be found in references such as 4, 5, 7 .
Greither]Pareigis Theory
The principal tool used to describe the particular Hopf algebras and
wHopf Galois structures on Krk is Galois descent as described in 5, 10,
x15 . Given a Galois extension of fields Lrk and A a k-module, k-algebra,
or k-Hopf algebra, an L-form of A is another such k-object B such that
L m B ( L m A as L-objects. The particular forms we are interested in
Ä Äare K-Hopf-algebra forms of certain group rings kN where K is the
normal closure of Krk and where these forms act on the extension Krk
to make it Hopf Galois.
w xGreither and Pareigis 5 give a characterization of Hopf Galois struc-
tures on separable field extensions which we outline here. If Krk is a
ÄŽ . Ž .separable but not necessarily normal field extension where G s Gal Krk
ÄŽ .and D s Gal KrK , as diagrammed
ÄK
D
G K
k
Ž .then let S s GrD the set of left cosets of D in G and let B s Perm S . A
subgroup N F B is said to be regular if it acts transitively on S and if the
stabilizer of any element is trivial. That is, the only element of N which
stabilizes an element of S is the identity. By definition of the normal
closure we have an embedding G : B where G acts on S by left trans-
lation. We can see this by considering this map which is given by g ‹
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 4gD ‹ g gD . One can show that its kernel has the form
D9 s gy1D g .F
ggG
ÄD9 4Observe then that D9eG and D9eD and so, if D9 / 1 then k F K F K
Ä ÄD9 Äz K and K rk would be Galois, contrary to K being the normal closure
w xof Krk. By Proposition 1.3 of 5 , if N is a regular subgroup of B then we
Ž .have a Galois action in the sense of Galois theory of rings of N on
ÄS ÄK rK,
Ä ÄS ÄSKN = K “ K ,
ÄS Ä Ä ÄŽ .where K s Map S, K is the K-algebra of set maps from S to K, a G-set
Ž . Ž .  4via the action g ae s g a e where e N h g S is the canonical basis ofh g h h
S SÄ Ä Ä Ž .K . That is, if f g K then f s Ý a e where a g K and e h s d .g g S g g g g g , h
Ä ÄNow KN ( K m kN and there is an isomorphism of algebras and G-sets
ÄS w xK ( K m K 5, Lemma 1.2 where the translated group action of G on
Ä Ä ÄSK m K is through the left tensor factor. The Galois action of KN on K is
thus equivalent to a Galois action
Ä Ä ÄKN m K m K “ K m KÄK
Ž .which descends via the G-action to an action on K as
Ä Ä ÄKN m K m K “ K m KÄK
6
GŽ .
H m K “ K
Ä GŽ .where H s KN is the fixed ring under the G-action. This ring is a
Ä Ä GŽ .k-Hopf algebra that is a K-Hopf algebra form of kN. Also, K m K s K
is the fixed field under the G-action since G acts on the left tensor factor
Ä Ä ÄŽ .and G s Gal Krk . The Galois action of KN on K m K descends to an
action of H on K making Krk an H-Galois extension. This is covered in
w xgenerality in 15 where, given a full subcategory of a module based
Ž .category what Pareigis calls an ``equationally defined'' subcategory , struc-
tures such as Hopf algebras and Hopf Galois extensions are preserved and
ÄS Äreflected by faithfully flat base change. That is, K rK is a Hopf Galois
Ä ÄŽ .extension with Hopf algebra KN over K and it descends to a Hopf
Galois extension Krk with Hopf algebra H defined over k.
We will not be concerning ourselves with the actual construction of
forms since our main concern is their enumeration which is done via the
following theorem.
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w xTHEOREM 1.2 5 Theorem 3.1 . Let N : B be a subgroup. The following
are equi¤alent:
Ž .a There is a k-Hopf algebra H and an H-Galois structure on Krk
which induces N : B by way of Proposition 1.3.
Ž .b N is regular on S s GrD and the subgroup G : B normalizes N.
Ž . w xThe proposition referred to in case a is Proposition 1.3 of 5 as
discussed above. Also, it must be noted that if N is regular on S then
< < < < w x w xN s S s G : D s K : k . We shall make frequent use of this fact in
subsequent sections.
What the above theorem allows us to do is to enumerate and classify
H-Galois structures by determining the regular subgroups N of B s
Ž .Perm S that are normalized by G : B. Note that, unlike what occurs in
ordinary Galois theory, a given extension can have several inequivalent
Hopf Galois structures on it, where two H-Galois structures on Krk,
corresponding to regular subgroups N and N9 in B, are equivalent if there
w xis a G isomorphism between them. In fact, as observed in 5 , one can have
Ätwo Hopf algebras H and H9 acting on Krk where H is a K form of kN
Äand H9 is a K form of kN9 which give inequivalent Hopf Galois struc-
tures, even though N and N9 may be isomorphic as abstract groups!
Almost Classical Extensions
In the previous discussion, we did not require that a regular subgroup
N : B that is normalized by G actually be contained in G. When N : G
there is an associated Hopf algebra which acts on Krk and this Hopf
Galois extension satisfies a stronger version of Theorem 1.1. Moreover, the
enumeration of these Hopf Galois structures is somewhat easier since, if
we know something of the structure of G, then we are reduced to
w xdetermining the normal subgroups of G of order K : k . We begin with
Ä ÄŽ . Ž .the same setup as before: S s GrD, G s Gal Krk , D s Gal KrK .
w xPROPOSITION 1.3 5, Proposition 4.1 . The following are equi¤alent:
Ž .a There exists a Galois extension Erk such that K m E is a field
Äcontaining K.
ÄŽ .b There exists a Galois extension Erk such that K m E s K.
Ž .c D has a normal complement N in G.
Ž .d There exists a regular subgroup N : B normalized by G and con-
tained in G.
A field extension Krk which satisfies the four conditions above is called
an almost classical Galois extension and such an extension is Hopf Galois
for a Hopf algebra with a much more explicit description vis-a-vis theÁ
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following:
w xTHEOREM 1.4 5, Proposition 2.5 . Assume Krk is a separable field
extension, and assume there exists a Galois extension Erk such that K m E is
Äa field which contains a normal closure K of Krk. Then Krk is H-Galois,
o p p Ž .where H is an E-form of kN and N s Gal K m ErE .
o p p Ž .Here N refers to the opposite group to N inside B s Perm S . As in
Äthe previous proposition we may choose Erk such that K m E s K so
ÄŽ .that N s Gal KrE . Furthermore, the correspondence between N and
o p p Žthe Hopf algebra H is given by going from N : G to N which is
. o p pregular if and only if N is to H which is an E-form of kN and acts on
K. For the extensions we will be initially dealing with, N will be cyclic of
Ž . o p pprime power order hence abelian and so N s N. What also must be
mentioned is that referring to an extension Krk as almost classically
Galois does not imply that the only Hopf Galois structures which appear
are those coming from the above theorem. That is, just because some of
the regular subgroups N F B which are normalized by G are contained in
G, that does not necessarily say that all are. Hence, in the discussion to
follow, we shall refer to the structure as almost classical if N arises in the
above manner and non-almost classical if it doesn't. However, as we shall
see, for certain classes of extensions, the only structures that arise are the
almost classical ones.
Another feature of an almost classical Hopf Galois extension Krk is
that for such an extension the following is true.
w xTHEOREM 1.5 5, Theorem 5.2 . If Krk is almost classically Galois, then
there is a Hopf algebra H such that Krk is H-Galois and the main theorem
holds in its strong form.
That is, the map Fix that appears in Theorem 1.1 is not only injective
but is surjecti¤e as well. Thus, almost classical extensions are very close to
ordinary Galois extensions in terms of the one to one correspondence
between sub Hopf-algebras and subfields of K. However, we still have the
feature of the multiplicity of Hopf Galois structures that can be imposed
on an extension which does not, of course, appear in ordinary Galois
theory.
2. PRIME POWER RADICAL EXTENSIONS
Let p be an odd prime and n a positive integer and let k be a field of
Ž . p ncharacteristic zero. Let K s k w with w s a g k where a is such that
w x nK : k s p and let r denote the largest integer between 0 and n such
Ž . Ž . rr r rthat k z l K s k z where z denotes a primitive p th root of unity.p p p
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For r - n the radical extension Krk is separable and non-normal with
Ä Ž .nnormal closure K s k z , w as diagrammedp
ÄK
N# D
G Krnk zŽ .p
k
² : n Ž . nwhere N# s s is cyclic of order p , s w s z w, and D (p
Ž Ž . .nGal k z rk by natural irrationality. If 1 F r F n then we havep
p y 1ny r Žny1.yew Ž . x w Ž . xn nk z : k s p and if r s 0 then k z : k s p for somep p d
w Ž . x Ž n.ndivisor d of p y 1 and 0 F e F n y 1 since k z : k divides f p . Inp
Ž . ² :either case, D is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut N# s d where
d p n Ž n . ² :s s s with p a primitive root mod p , that is, Zrp Z * s p . We
Ž Ž . . ² :nhave Gal k z rk s v wherep
Ž n.f p¡
p
n nv z s z if r s 0< <Ž . Dp p~
ry 1p Ž py1.p¢ n nv z s z if 0 - r - nŽ .p p
f p nŽ . eand if r s 0 then s dp . In either case, there is an injection t :
< <D
Ž .D “ Aut N# given by
¡ p d p et v s s s if r s 0Ž . Ž .~
ry 1p Ž py1.¢ pt v s s s if 0 - r - n.Ž . Ž .
Therefore,
² d p e:d if r s 0² :t v sŽ . ry 1p Ž py1.½ ² :d if 0 - r - n
Ž² :.and we shall henceforth identify D with t v . We make this identifica-
tion since G s N#D ( N# i D. Note that if r s 0, d s 1, and e s 0 thenr
Ž .nt is an isomorphism. If r s n then k s k z and Krk is already a Galoisp
Ä  4extension whereby K s K, D s 1 , and for completeness sake we define
Ž . Ž .G s N# s Gal Krk i.e., G s N#D s N# .n n
Now any Hopf Galois structure on Krk will correspond to a regular
Ž . nsubgroup N of B s Perm G rD ( S normalized by G . Note that by ther p r
< < w x nearlier remarks about regularity, we must have N s K : k s p . Our
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discussion will be divided into two principal cases, namely when N is cyclic
versus when it is not. The cyclic case itself will be subdivided into two
subcases, the almost classical versus the non-almost classical. We shall
begin by examining the almost classical structures since they are simpler
and since the methods we develop to handle them will be applied to the
non-almost classical case.
For those N arising almost classically, the statement ``G normalizes N ''r
becomes simply ``N eG '' and such N will have the property that N l Dr
 4s 1 and ND s G which is the normal complement property in Proposi-r
tion 1.3. Now if we forget about the fields for a moment and view the G 'sr
Ž .as abstract groups not Galois groups we can unify our approach by
Ž .observing that, regardless of the value of r and d, e if r s 0 , the groups
G are structurally similar. Indeed, for r G 1 we can view them as lying in ar
chain like
² :N# s G z G z ??? z G z N# i dn ny1 1
w xwhere all the G 's for r G 1 are p-groups with G : G s p and ther i iq1
p-Sylow subgroup of G is isomorphic to G .0 eq1
ŽWhat we shall do is determine the cyclic subgroup structure of G and1
.consequently G for r G 1 and use this to count how many cyclic N therer
are which arise almost classically as well as those that don't.
Our objective in this section is to establish the group theoretic founda-
tions necessary to prove the following:
Ž .THEOREM 3.3. The extension K s k w rk for 0 F r F n has precisely
pminŽ r , nyr . almost classical Hopf Galois structures on it for which the associ-
ated group N is cyclic of order pn.
The Cyclic Subgroups of G1
Ž l .= lNotation. For this discussion we shall denote Zrp Z s U .p
Before we determine the cyclic subgroup structure of G we first need to1
discuss the group operations in G . The group G is, as observed earlier,1 1
² py1: Ž u ¤ Ž py1.. Ž x yŽ py1..the semidirect product N# i d . If s , d , s , d g G1
Ž u ¤ Ž py1..Ž x yŽ py1.. Ž uqxp ¤ Ž py1. Ž¤qy .Ž py1.. d
py 1
then s , d s , d s s , d since s s
s p
py 1
. Consequently, if f is a positive integer then a simple induction
argument tells us that
f ¤ Ž py1. Ž fy1.¤ Ž py1.u ¤ Ž py1. uŽ1qp q ? ? ? qp . f ¤ Ž py1.s , d s s , d .Ž . Ž .
Examining powers of elements is obviously important in determining the
Ž .cyclic subgroups of G and G and in fact we shall show that every cyclic1 r
Ž i p j p kŽ py1..subgroup of G is generated by an element of the form s , d for1
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Ž .0 F j F n y 1, 0 F k F n y 2, and i, p s 1. This in mind we begin with
p kŽ py1. Ž kq1.the following simple result. Since p ’ 1 mod p then for any
Ž i p j p kŽ py1.. f Ž i p jŽa p kq 1qf . f p kŽ py1..integer f ) 0, s , d s s , d for some integer
t Ž i p j p kŽ py1.. p t Ž iSt, k p j p kq tŽ py1..a. If f s p then, in fact, we get s , d s s , d
where
pty1
ki p Ž py1.S s p .Ýt , k
is0
n t Ž .Since p is a primitive root mod p then S s u p for u , p s 1t, k t, k t, k
Ž i p j p kŽ py1.. p t Ž iu t, k p jq t p kŽ py1..hence s , d s s , d . We need to determine the
Ž i p j p kŽ py1..orders of elements of the form s , d and when the subgroups
generated by two such elements coincide. If 0 F j F n y 1 and 0 F k F
Ž . <Ž i p j p kŽ py1.. < mn y 2 and i, p s 1 then one can show that s , d s p where
Ž Ž . .m s max n y j, n y 1 y k . The following criterion for determining
Ž i p j p kŽ py1..when two elements of the form s , d generate the same sub-
group of G will also serve as a convenient normality criterion later on.1
LEMMA 2.1. If 0 F j - n, 0 F k - n y 1 are integers and i , i are1 2
Ž . Ž . ²Ž i1 p j p kŽ py1..:positi¤e integers such that i , p s i , p s 1 then s , d s1 2
²Ž i2 p j p kŽ py1..: Ž l. Žs , d if and only if i ’ i mod p where l s min n y j,1 2
Ž . .n y 1 y k .
Ž .Proof. The first case is when j ) k and so l s n y j and m s n y 1
l Ž i2 p j p kŽ py1.. Ž i1 p j p kŽ py1..y k. If i s i q ap then s , d s s , d . If2 1
²Ž i1 p j p kŽ py1..: ²Ž i2 p j p kŽ py1..: ms , d s s , d then there is an exponent f - p
Ž i1 p j p kŽ py1.. f Ž i2 p j p kŽ py1.. Ž i1 p j p kŽ py1.. fsuch that s , d s s , d . Now s , d s
Ž i1Ža p kq 1qf . p f f p kŽ py1.. Ž Žny1.yk .s , d which implies that f ’ 1 mod p . How-
ever, since both elements have order pm s pŽny1.yk then the only choice
Ž l.of exponent is f s 1 whence i ’ i mod p .1 2
Ž . ²Ž i p j p jŽ py1..: Žnyj.If j F k then l s n y 1 y k and s , d has order p .
Ž i2 p j p kŽ py1..By considering the exponent of d , we find that s , d s
Ž i1 p j p kŽ py1.. f Žny1.yks , d if and only if f s bp q 1 for some b. Observe also
that,
b pŽny1.y kq1j ki p p Ž py1.1s , dŽ .
bŽny1.y kq j ny1 j ki u p p Ž py1. i p p Ž py1.1 Žny1.y k , k 1s s , d s , dŽ . Ž .
s s i1uŽny1.y k , k b pŽny1.y kq j , 1 s i1 p j, d p kŽ py1.Ž . Ž .
s s i1uŽny1.y k , k b pŽny1.y kq jqi 1 p j, d p kŽ py1. .Ž .
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l Ž i2 p j p kŽ py1.. Ž i1 p j p kŽ py1.. fIf i s i q ap then s , d s s , d implies2 1
i p j q ap jq l ’ i u bpŽny1.ykqj q i p j mod pnŽ .1 1 Žny1.yk , k 1
iff
a ’ i u b mod pŽkyj.q1 .Ž .1 Žny1.yk , k
However, given a, as above, we can solve this congruence for b and for
Ž i1 p j p kŽ py1.. f Ž i2 p j p kŽ py1..this choice of b, s , d s s , d .
Ž i2 p j p kŽ py1.. Ž i1 p j p kŽ py1.. f Žny1.ykConversely, if s , d s s , d then f s bp
Ž . jq 1 and, as noted above, since l s n y 1 y k then i p ’2
Ž l . j Ž n. li u bp q i p mod p , and so i ’ i u bp q i1 Žny1.yk , k 1 2 1 Žny1.yk , k 1
ny j lŽ . Ž .mod p which, since m s n y j ) l, implies that i ’ i mod p .1 2
²Ž i1 p j p kŽ py1..: ²Ž i2 p j p kŽ py1..:Now given two subgroups s , d and s , d
Ž .then either i / i mod p , in which case they intersect in some subgroup1 2
² py1: Ž ly t.of N# or d , or i ’ i mod p for some 0 - t - l in which case1 2
²Ž i p jq t pŽkq t .Ž py1..: ly tthe intersection equals s , d for some i g U . The follow-p
ing summarizes the cyclic subgroup structure of G .1
Ž i p j p kŽ py1..PROPOSITION 2.2. E¤ery element of G is a power of s , d for1
some j, k, and i g U lp
Proof. For a given j - n and k - n y 1 we have a family of elements
Ž i p j p kŽ py1..4 ls , d indexed by i g U . By Lemma 2.1, each element in suchp
a family generates a distinct subgroup of G and so we may identify each1
such family with the corresponding family of cyclic subgroups it generates.
The intersection of two subgroups in each such family is as mentioned
previously and the order of all subgroups in a given family is determined
Ž Ž . .by m s min n y j, n y 1 y k . Moreover, each family of subgroups of
order pm indexed by i g U l contains another family of cyclic subgroups ofp
order pmy 1 indexed now by elements of U ly 1.p
This information determines the lattice of cyclic subgroups of G which1
can be viewed as two lattices. For j F k we have those subgroups which
intersect with some non-trivial subgroup of N# and for j ) k those
which don't intersect N# non-trivially. What remains to be seen is that any
Ž i p j p kŽ py1..element of G is a power of s , d for some j and k where1
i g U l. This, however, can be demonstrated by applying the inclusion-ex-p
clusion principle to both lattices to show that all p2 ny1 elements of G are1
accounted for.
w xIt should be pointed out that Miller 11 , using a different argument,
determines the number of elements of a given order in G and that the1
subgroups of order pn fall into n different conjugacy classes, which is
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consistent with Proposition 2.2. His approach, however, does not include
Žthe above parameterization of the lattice of cyclic subgroups of G or in1
.fact any mention of the subgroup lattice which is needed in the sequel.
3. ALMOST CLASSICAL AND NON-ALMOST
CLASSICAL STRUCTURES
Almost Classical Structures
Ž .We now turn our attention back to the extension K s k w rk. We shall
determine all possible almost classical Hopf Galois structures on this
extension for r between 0 and n. The case for r s 0 can be disposed of
Ž .immediately. If r s 0 then z f k and so k z rk is a proper extension ofp p
p y 1
rank where d - p y 1. If e s n y 1 then the p-Sylow subgroup of
d
G is N# itself and we are done. If e - n y 1 and there exists a cyclic0
n Ž . ²Ž i p kŽ py1..:subgroup N eG of order p other than N# then N s s , d0
Ž d p e.Ž i p kŽ py1..for k between e and n y 2 and i g U . Now 1, d s , d ?p
Ž yd p e. Ž ip d p
e
p kŽ py1.. d p e Ž . d p e1, d s s , d but ip ’ i mod p if and only if p ’ 1
Ž . nmod p . However, since p is a primitive root mod p and d - p y 1 this
is impossible, and so, by Lemma 2.1, N is not normalized by D, whence
Ž .nN eu G . When r s n, k s k z and the extension Krk becomes an0 p
ordinary Galois extension with Galois group N# cyclic of order pn. A
careful inspection of the definition shows that this extension can have only
one almost classical Hopf Galois structure associated to it, the one where
the Hopf algebra that acts is the group ring kN#. This is because
Ž .K s k w rk is its own normal closure and as such the field E that appears
in the definition of almost classical is the base field k itself. However, for
0 - r - n there is more than one cyclic almost classical Hopf Galois
structure on Krk. In fact, the number and type of these can be deter-
mined exactly.
Any almost classical structure on Krk must correspond to a normal
n ² p ry 1Ž py1.:subgroup of G of order p that intersects trivially with d . Wer
just saw that G has no normal cyclic subgroups of order pn other than N#0
itself. For 0 - r - n, however, we shall show that G has other normalr
n ² p ry 1Ž py1.:cyclic subgroups of order p that intersect trivially with d .
Since we can view G as a subgroup of G then the lattice of cyclicr 1
subgroups of G is contained in that of G . To obtain the lattice for G fromr 1 r
Ž i p j p kŽ py1..4that of G , we remove those families s , d for which1 igU lp
k - r y 1. With this we determine which cyclic subgroups of G are normalr
² p ry 1Ž py1.:complements to d . This is the purpose of the next two lemmas
which use Lemma 2.1 and Proposition 2.2.
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²Ž i p kŽ py1..:LEMMA 3.1. N# normalizes s , d if and only if n F 2k q 2.
Ž .Ž i p kŽ py1..Ž y1 . Ž 1q iyp p
k Ž py1. p kŽ py1..Proof. s , 1 s , d s , 1 s s , d . Now
p kŽ py1. kq1 Ž .p s up q 1 with u, p s 1 and so
s 1q iyp
p kŽ py1.
, d p
kŽ py1. s s iyu p kq 1 , d p kŽ py1.Ž .Ž .
s s Ž iyu pŽkq1.. , d p kŽ py1. .Ž .
Žkq1. Ž . lIf i and i y up units mod p are congruent mod p then by Lemma
²Ž i p kŽ py1..: ²Ž Ž iyu pŽkq1.. p kŽ py1..: Ž .2.1, s , d s s , d . Since l s n y 1 y k,
Žkq1. Žny1.ykŽ .then i y up ’ i mod p if and only if n F 2k q 2.
² p ry1Ž py1.:We also need to determine when d normalizes
²Ž i p kŽ py1..: p ry 1Ž py1.s , d since G is generated by s and d .r
² p ry 1Ž py1.: ²Ž i p kŽ py1..:LEMMA 3.2. d normalizes s , d if and only if n F
Ž .k q r q 1 .
Proof. By direct calculation,
1, d p
ry 1Ž py1. s i , d p
kŽ py1. 1, dyp
ry 1Ž py1. s s ip p
ry1Ž py1.
, d p
kŽ py1. .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
p ry 1Ž py1. Ž Žny1.yk . p ry 1Ž py1.Now ip ’ i mod p if and only if p ’ 1
Žny1.ykŽ . Ž .mod p hence if and only if n F k q r q 1 .
With these two lemmas and the earlier remark about the lattice of cyclic
subgroups of G , the normal, cyclic subgroups of G of order pn whichr r
² p ry1Ž py1.:intersect trivially with d are given by the generators
Ž i p kŽ py1.. Ž Ž . .ls , d for i g U l s n y 1 y k of course such that the follow-p
ing inequalities are satisfied:
n F 2k q 2
n F k q r q 1Ž .
k G r y 1.
THEOREM 3.3. For fixed n, r such that 0 - r - n, there are precisely
pminŽ r , nyr . distinct cyclic normal subgroups of G of order pn which intersectr
² p ry 1Ž py1.:tri¤ially with d .
Proof. Given that k G r y 1 then r q 1 F k q 2 which implies k q
Ž . Ž .r q 1 F 2k q 2 and if n F k q r q 1 then n F 2k q 2 follows. So we
need only consider the following two remaining inequalities
n F k q r q 1Ž .
k G r y 1.
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Now if r - n y r then r y 1 - n y r y 1 F k F n y 2 holds for k from
n y r y 1 to n y 2 and consequently for l s 1, . . . , r. If n y r - r then
n y r y 1 - r y 1 F k holds for k s r y 1, . . . , n y 2 and thus for l s
1, . . . , n y r. If n s 2 s and r s s s n y r then r y 1 s s y 1 F k holds
for k s r y 1, . . . , n y 2 and hence for l s 1, . . . , n y r s r. Therefore, if
r < < rlr F n y r then there are Ý U s p y 1 normal subgroupsls1 p
Ž i p kŽ py1..4 n nyrs , d of order p ; likewise if n y r F r there are p y 1igU lp ki p Ž py1. nŽ .4normal subgroups s , d of order p .igU lp
Hence we have an exact count of the number of cyclic almost classical
Ž .structures that can be imposed on K s k w rk, for each r. When d s 1
Ž .and e s 0 we have that G s N# i Aut N# which can be identified with0
Ž . w xHol N# the holomorph of N# as described in 6 . For this case, a related
w xresult appears in the work of Mills 13, 14 who considered the question of
multiple holomorphs of a finitely generated abelian group. That is, for a
Ž .finitely generated abelian group G, what subgroups G9 of Hol G have the
Ž . Ž .property that Hol G9 s Hol G ? His result and the above discussion
intersect in the case when G s N# is cyclic of order pn and d s 1, e s 0
Ž .wherein G s Hol N# . However, when d ) 1 or e ) 0, G is not the full0 0
holomorph of N#. Furthermore, Mills' methods do not describe the
subgroup structure of G which was needed and will be needed in the next1
section.
Non-almost Classical Cyclic Structures
In the last section we determined the number of cyclic almost classical
structures on Krk. However, there is still the issue of non-almost classical
structures. Here we shall determine all possible Hopf-Galois structures on
Krk which are forms of C n. Again the value of r, 0 F r F n, will bep
important and in fact it shall be shown that for certain values of r, all the
cyclic forms are almost classical while for other values of r there arise
non-almost classical cyclic forms and in all cases the precise number of
both types shall be determined.
To begin with, we need to examine N# F B in more generality and the
role of the holomorph of C n in the enumeration of the cyclic Hopfp
w x Ž .algebra forms. As observed in 3 , if B s Perm S and N is a regular
Ž .subgroup of B then one may identify B s Perm N with N embedded in
B via the left regular representation. As such, the holomorph of N,
Ž . Ž .Hol N , is defined as Norm N , the normalizer of N in B. Moreover, asB
w x Ž . Ž . Ž .shown in 6, 9 , Norm N s N ? Aut N ( N i Aut N . To apply this toB
Ž .the problem at hand we make the following definition s : For N F B a
n Ž .ncyclic subgroup of order p hence regular since B ( S and for 0 - r Fp
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n, define
² p ry 1Ž py1.: ² :Hol N s N i d , where Aut N s dŽ . Ž .r
and let
Hol N s Hol N s N i Aut N .Ž . Ž . Ž .0
< Ž . < ny1Ž . Ž .Note that since Aut N s p p y 1 then Hol N s N and we have an
chain of subgroups:
N s Hol N - Hol N - ??? - Hol N - Hol N s Hol N .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n ny1 1 0
Ž .In general if A z Aut N then N i A is called a relati¤e holomorph of N
Ž .but here we can refer to the Hol N 's as lower holomorphs and inr
Ž .particular call Hol N the r th lower holomorph of N. Now we have thatr
Ä ÄŽ Ž .. Ž . Ž .n nGal Krk z s N# N# ( C and moreover, if r ) 0 then Gal KrKp p
² p ry 1Ž py1.:s d and
Ä p ry 1Ž py1.² :Gal Krk s G s N# i d s Hol N# - Hol N# .Ž . Ž .Ž . r r
w x Ž .Childs 3 rephrased condition b of Theorem 1.2 as follows:
w xPROPOSITION 3.4 3, Proposition 1 . The Galois group G normalizes the
regular subgroup N of B if and only if G is a subgroup of the holomorph N
Ž .Aut N of N.
Now since B ( S n and N is cyclic of order pn it is automaticallyp
regular and we can use the above proposition in the context where G s G .r
For r s 0 we shall use a different argument, but for r ) 0 we observe that
Ž . Ž . Ž .G s Hol N# and that Hol N# normalizes N if and only if Hol N#r r r r
Ž .- Hol N . Since we assume N# ( N, then the results of Section 2 will
dictate not only how many such cyclic subgroups there are but which give
rise to almost classical structures and which do not.
We shall approach this enumeration from a slightly more general point
of view by looking at the collection of all cyclic subgroups of B.
 < 4nDefine C s N F B N ( C .p
The structural results such as Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 3.3 apply to
any cyclic group of order pn, in particular to any N g C. Furthermore, as
observed earlier, for N cyclic of order pn, the lattice of cyclic subgroups of
Ž . Ž .Hol N is obtained from that of Hol N by simply removing thoser 1
Ž . Ž .subgroups of Hol N not contained in Hol N . We shall say that those1 r
Ž . ²Ž i p j p kŽ py1..:cyclic subgroups of Hol N of the form s , d lie o¤er N if1
² py1: ² p ry 1Ž py1.:j F k or lie o¤er d if j ) k, or more generally d if
j ) r y 1.
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² : ² :LEMMA 3.5. Let N , N g C where N s s , N s s , anda b a a b b
Ž . ² : Ž . ² : Ž . Ž .Aut N s d , Aut N s d . If 0 - r - n and Hol N F Hol Na a b b r a b
Ž . Ž .then Hol N F Hol N andr a 1 b
Ž . Ž .1 E¤ery cyclic subgroup of Hol N lying o¤er N corresponds to ar a a
Ž .cyclic subgroup of Hol N lying o¤er N .1 b b
Ž . Ž . ² p ry 1Ž py1.:2 E¤ery cyclic subgroup of Hol N lying o¤er d corre-r a a
Ž . ² p ry 1Ž py1.:sponds to a cyclic subgroup of Hol N lying o¤er d .1 b b
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. If Hol N F Hol N then Hol N F Hol N sincer a b r a 1 b
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hol N is the unique p-Sylow subgroup of Hol N . Since s , 1 ,1 b b a
Ž . n Ž .viewed as an element in Hol N still has order p in Hol N and the1 b 1 b
ny1 ²Ž p ny 1 .:p th power of such an element generates s , 1 , we must haveb
²Ž p ny 1 .: ²Ž p ny 1 .:s , 1 s s , 1 .a b
Ž . Ž .1 Suppose then that some cyclic subgroup of Hol N lying overr a
² py1:N corresponds to a subgroup lying over d . Without loss of general-a b
ny r Ž .ity, assume that the cyclic subgroup is of order p since both Hol Nr a
Ž . ny rand Hol N have the same number of cyclic subgroups of order p .1 b
Suppose then that
s i p
r
, d p
kŽ py1. s s i
X p j, d p
ry 1Ž py1.¦ ; ¦ ;Ž . ž /a a b b
for k G r and j G r. Then the pny ry1th powers of both should, of course,
be equal. However,
p ny ry1r k ny1i p p Ž py1. ps , d s s , 1¦ ;Ž . Ž .¦ ;a a a
²Ž p ny 1 .: ²Ž p ny 1 .:and s , 1 s s , 1 by the initial observation, buta b
¡ p ny 2Ž py1.1, d , j ) rny ry1 ¦ ;ž /bpj ry1i9 p p Ž py1. ~s , d s¦ ;ž /b b Y ny1 ny2i p p Ž py1.¢ s , d , j s r .¦ ;ž /b b
Ž .2 A symmetric argument works for this case as well.
Ž . ² p ry 1Ž py1.:N.B. The cyclic subgroups of Hol N lying over d are in 1]1r a a
Ž .correspondence with the cyclic subgroups of Hol N lying over1 b
² p ry 1Ž py1.:d . Our aim is to prove:b
THEOREM 3.7. For 0 F r - n there are exactly pr cyclic subgroups of B of
n Ž . ny1order p normalized by G s Hol N# and when r s n there are exactly pr r
Ž n. Ž .cyclic subgroups of B of order p normalized by G s N# s Hol N# .n n
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A consequence of this is that for r F n y r, all cyclic forms which act
arise almost classically. For r ) n y r, there are other N g C such thatb
Ž . Ž . Ž .Hol N# F Hol N but N eu Hol N# . To show this we observe thatr b b r
since all pn cycles in B are conjugate then the same is true for all N g C.
Now it would seem that finding non-almost classical N 's in C would takea
us outside the structure theory developed up to now; but this is not the
case. We use the following fact to ``reflect'' the problem back into the
realm of what has already been developed. Specifically,
LEMMA 3.6. If N g C and b g B then for any r, 0 F r F n,
Ž y1 . Ž . y1 Ž .Hol bNb s b Hol N b as subgroups of B .r r
Ž y1 . y1 y1 y1Proof. If t g Hol bNb then tbNb t s bNb which therefore
Ž y1 . Ž y1 y1 .y1 y1 Ž .implies that b tb N b t b s N. That is, b tb g Hol N and so
Ž . y1t g b Hol N b . The same argument works in reverse and we find then
that t g B normalizes bNby1 if and only if by1tb normalizes N. Since
y1 y1< Ž . < < Ž . <Hol bNb s b Hol N b the result follows.r r
Ž . Ž .Now suppose that Hol N# F Hol N for some N g C. As observedr 1 b b
earlier, there exists b g B such that N s bN# by1 in which case theb
above containment becomes
Hol N# F Hol bN# by1Ž . Ž .r 1
which by the previous lemma is equivalent to
Hol by1N# b F Hol N#Ž .Ž .r 1
and since N# g C then so is by1N# b. Now, every element of C may be
Žrepresented as a conjugate of N# including all those contained in
Ž ..Hol N# and so to count the number of subgroups in C normalized1
Ž .by Hol N# , is equivalent to determining which N g C are suchr b
Ž . Ž . y1 Ž .that Hol N# F Hol N . If N s bN# b then Hol N# Fr 1 b b r
Ž y1 . Ž y1 . Ž .Hol bN# b if and only if Hol b N# b F Hol N# . This leads to:1 r 1
THEOREM 3.7. For 0 F r - n there are pr subgroups N g C such thatb
Ž . Ž . ny1Hol N# F Hol N . For r s n, there are precisely p subgroups N g Cr 1 b b
normalized by N#.
Ž .Proof. For the case r s 0 we argue as follows. If G F Hol N for0 b
²Ž i p kŽ py1..:some N g C then either N# s N or N# s s , d for 0 F k Fb b b b
² : Ž . ² :ln y 2 and i g U where N s s and Aut N s d . If N# sp b b b b
k e p y 1i p Ž py1. p d Žny1.ye²Ž .: Ž .s , d then, since d which has order p normal-b b d
Ž r s. Ž .izes N#, it corresponds to some element s , d in Hol N whichb b b
²Ž i p kŽ py1..: Ž r s.normalizes s , d . However, in order that s , d normalizeb b b b
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²Ž i p kŽ py1..: Ž . < Ž r s.s , d , it is necessary that p y 1 s, in which case s , d hasb b b b
prime power order. Therefore, we must have N# s N .b
Assume now that 0 - r - n. If N g C where N s bN# by1 thenb b
Ž . Ž . Ž y1 . Ž y1 .Hol N# F Hol N s Hol bN# b if and only if Hol b N# b Fr 1 b 1 r
Ž . y1 ²Ž i0 p k 0Ž py1..: Ž .Hol N# . Hence b N# b s s , d F Hol N# where, by1 1
Ž .Lemmas 3.2 and 3.5 2 , we must have k G n y 1 y r, that is, n y 1 y r F0
k F n y 1 and i g U ny 1yk . Thus there are exactly00 0 p
ny1 ny2
ny1yk ny2yk0 0< <ny 1ykU s p y p q 1Ž .0Ý Ýp
k sny1yr k sny1yr0 0
s pr
n Ž . y1cyclic subgroups of order p of Hol N# that b N# b can be and so1
there are a total of pr cyclic subgroups in C that are normalized by
Ž . ny rG s Hol N# . Those for which 2k q 2 G n are the p almost classicalr r 0
subgroups and the remaining pr y pny r are non-almost classical.
The case for r s n is simply a matter of determining for which N g Cb
do we have
N# F Hol N .Ž .1 b
y1 Ž y1 .Again we may write N s bN# b and thus N# F Hol bN# b if andb 1
y1 Ž . y1only if b N# b F Hol N# . Since b N# b g C as well, we count the1
number of such N simply by counting the number of cyclic subgroups ofb
n ny1Ž .Hol N# of order p and there are exactly p of them.1
As a consequence, we know how many cyclic Hopf algebra forms there
are which act on the extension Krk, for 0 F r F n, to make it Hopf
Galois. Specifically, for r - n there are pr cyclic Hopf algebra forms that
minŽ r , nyr . Žact, of which p are almost classical. When r s n in which case
. ny1the extension is Galois in the usual sense there are p cyclic forms
which act, of which only one is almost classical.
4. NON-CYCLIC FORMS
Now that we have determined the cyclic Hopf algebra forms which act
on the radical extension Krk, it is natural to ask the following question:
Are there any Hopf algebra forms which act on Krk which are not cyclic?
That is, do we ever have a form which acts here for which the associated
group N is non-cyclic. We shall approach this with some generality.
Let k be a field of characteristic zero and let Krk be an extension of
n Ädegree p for p an odd prime. Let K be the normal closure of Krk and
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Ä ÄŽ . Ž .let G s Gal Krk and D s Gal KrK as diagrammed
ÄK
D
G K
k
Ž .If N is a regular subgroup of Perm S , where S s GrD, then for G to
Ž . Ž .normalize N we must have G F Hol N F Perm S .
Ž . Ž .Now if G F Hol N and if Syl G is a p-Sylow subgroup of G then it isp
Ž .contained in some p-Sylow subgroup of Hol N which we refer to as
Ž Ž ..Syl Hol N . Since this is true for any p-Sylow subgroup of G we canp
Ž . Ž Ž ..simply write Syl G F Syl Hol N to mean that any given p-Sylowp p
Ž .subgroup of G must be contained in some p-Sylow subgroup of Hol N .
Ž . Ž Ž Ž ...We can also think of Syl G resp. Syl Hol N as representing thep p
Ž Ž ..conjugacy class of p-Sylow subgroups of G resp. Hol N . Since the
Ž . Ž Ž ..exponent is an invariant under conjugation then Syl G F Syl Hol Np p
Ž .implies that the exponent of Syl G must be bounded by that ofp
Ž Ž .. ŽSyl Hol N . This in mind, we state the result that will be shown with thep
.above setup in force :
Ž . nMAIN THEOREM. If Syl G has exponent p then N must in fact bep
cyclic of order pn.
This will follow, however, from the following more general result we
shall demonstrate. Namely
THEOREM 4.4. If p is an odd prime and G is any non-cyclic group of order
n Ž Ž .. np then Syl Hol G has exponent strictly less than p .p
One consequence of this theorem will be the fact that if the rank pn
radical extension Krk is acted on by a certain Hopf algebra H then H
must be a k-form of a group ring of a cyclic group of order pn.
Holomorphs of Non-cyclic p-Groups
In order to prove Theorem 4.4 we need a few preliminary results
concerning the automorphism group of a p-group and its action. In the
discussion to follow, G will be an arbitrary non-cyclic p-group and we shall
Ž .refer to those elements of Aut G of prime power order as being elements
Ž Ž ..of Syl Aut G . The following results are summaries of a number ofp
w xclaims that can be found in 12 .
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w x < <PROPOSITION 4.1 12, pp. 134]135 . Gi¤en a non-cyclic p-group G, G s
n Ž Ž ..p , and t g Syl Aut G there exists a seriesp
 4e s G F G F G F ??? F G F G s G0 1 2 ny1 n
such that
Ž . < < ia G s p for each ii
Ž .b G eG for each ii
Ž . Ž .c t G s G for each ii i
Ž .d G has exponent p.2
Sketch of Proof. One first proves this for the case where G is abelian.
For the general case, one finds a non-trivial subgroup Z of the center such
that either Z ( C or Z contains a subgroup isomorphic to C = C . Withp p p
this, one applies induction to both Z and the quotient GrZ. The two
Ž . Ž .resulting series are then joined to form a series for G that satisfies a ] d .
Applying this yields insight into the action of automorphisms of prime
w xpower order on elements of G. This too can be found in 12 and we state
it here.
w x < < nPROPOSITION 4.2 12, p. 135 . Gi¤en a non-cyclic p-group G, G s p ,
Ž Ž ..and t g Syl Aut G there exists a seriesp
 4e s G F G F G F ??? F G F G s G0 1 2 ny1 n
< < i p
jŽ .with G s p , G ( C = C such that if g g G then t g s g ? gi 2 p p nyŽ jq1.
for some g g G .ny Ž jq1. nyŽ jq1.
Sketch of Proof. Using Proposition 4.1 we have a series that satisfies
Ž . Ž .a ] d above. As such, t induces an automorphism t * g
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .Syl Aut GrG by t * gG s t g G . However, since GrGp ny1 ny1 ny1 ny1
( C it follows that t * must be the identity on GrG . As such, therep ny1
Ž .exists g g G such that t g s g ? g . The general result follows byny1 ny1 ny1
induction and the fact that we can assume that G eG for each i.i
COROLLARY 4.3. Under the abo¤e hypotheses, t p ny 1 s id, the identity
automorphism of G.
This allows us now to prove the following principal result about the
Ž .p-Sylow subgroup s of the holomorph of a non-cyclic p-group.
THEOREM 4.4. If p is an odd prime and G is any non-cyclic group of order
n Ž Ž .. np then Syl Hol G has exponent strictly less than p .p
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Ž . Ž .Proof. Given that G is a p-group and Hol G s G i Aut G then
< Ž Ž .. < < < < Ž Ž .. <Syl Hol G s G ? Syl Aut G and so a given p-Sylow subgroup ofp p
Ž . Ž Ž ..Hol G has the form G i Syl Aut G for some p-Sylow subgroup ofp
Ž .Aut G . If n s 2 then we can argue directly as follows. If G ( C = Cp p
Ž . Ž .then we may identify Hol G ( F = F i GL F and consequentlyp p 2 p
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..Syl Hol G ( F = F i Syl GL F . Furthermore we may identifyp p p p 2 p
1 1Syl GL F ( .Ž .Ž .p 2 p ¦ ;ž /0 1
a a1 x 1 x a q bxŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Given and g F = F then s . By induction it fol-p pb b0 1 0 1 b
lows that
k ka q t bxa 1 x 1 kxky1, s , ,ž / ž / ž /ž / ž /ž /b 0 1 0 1kb
k y 1 kŽ . Ž Ž ..where t s . Therefore, Syl Hol G has exponent p. For theky1 p2
case n ) 2 we use a more general argument. Given a typical element
Ž . Ž .g, t g Hol G , we have by induction that
k 2 ky1 kg , t s gt g t g ??? t g , t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . p ny 1What we shall show is that if g, t g G i Syl Aut G then g, t sp
Ž .e, id where e is the identity of G and id is the identity automorphism. We
begin with the following fact:
CLAIM. For g g G and t as abo¤e
gt p
j
g t 2 p
j
g ??? t r p
j
g s g rq1gŽ . Ž . Ž . ny1
for some g g Gny1 ny1
Proof of Claim. The case for r s 0 follows from Proposition 4.2.
Observe now that
gt p
j
g t 2 p
j
g ??? t Ž rq1. p
j
g s gt p j gt p j g t 2 p j g ??? t r p j gŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
and so by induction
gt p
j
gt p
j
g ??? t r p
j
gŽ . Ž .Ž .
s gt p j g rq1g for some g g GŽ .ny1 ny1 ny1
j rq1 jp ps gt g t gŽ . Ž .ny1
rq1s g gg g g for some g g GŽ .ny Ž jq1. ny1 nyŽ jq2. nyŽ jq2. nyŽ jq2.
s gg rq1gX g g for some gX g Gny Ž jq1. ny1 nyŽ jq2. nyŽ jq1. nyŽ jq1.
s g rq2 gX g gŽ .ny Ž jq1. ny1 nyŽ jq2.
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Ž X .and observe now that g g g is certainly an element ofny Ž jq1. ny1 nyŽ jq2.
G and the claim follows.ny1
Ž . py1Ž . pNow if g s g g G s G then by the claim gt g ??? t g s g gn n ny1
p Ž .and since GrG ( C then g g G . If we let a s g, t be a typicalny1 p ny1
Ž Ž ..element of G i Syl Aut G then we can writep
pp pa s g , t s g , t .Ž . Ž .ny1
p2 Ž p. p Ž p. p Ž p2 .Likewise, we find that a s a s g , t s g , t for someny1 ny2
g g G . In general, for n ) 2ny2 ny2
pny 2 ny3p pa s g , t for some g g GŽ .3 3 3
s g , t p ny 2 for some g g GŽ .2 2 2
p ny 2Ž . p ny 1 Ž p ny 1. p Ž p . Ž .and since t g s g then a s g , t s g , id s e, id2 2 2 2
since we can assume G has exponent p.2
We can now summarize as follows:
THEOREM 4.5. If p is an odd prime and N is a non-cyclic group of order
n Ž . np for n ) 1 then Hol N contains no subgroups of exponent p .
Application to Forms
Recall the initial setup where Krk is separable of rank pn for p an odd
Ä ÄŽ . Ž .prime and G s Gal Krk , D s Gal KrK , and S s GrD. A Hopf algebra
ÄH which acts is a K-form of kN where N is a regular subgroup of
Ž . Ž .B s Perm S normalized by G, that is, G F Hol N F B. We can now
recast Theorem 4.5 in this context as follows with the above notation.
Ž . nTHEOREM 4.5. If the p-Sylow subgroup s of G has exponent p then N
must, in fact, be cyclic.
Ž . Ž .This applies in particular to the radical extension s K s k w rk for r
from 0 to n. For r s 0, we know that the p-Sylow subgroup of G is0
Ž . ² p eŽ py1.:isomorphic to G s Hol N# s N# i d and this clearly haseq1 eq1
n Ž .exponent p . Likewise for r from 1 to n y 1, we have G s Hol N# sr r
² p ry 1Ž py1.: nN# i d which each have exponent p . Lastly, for r s n the
Ž .extension is Galois with group N# s Hol N# which too has exponentn
pn. Hence none of these cases will admit a Hopf algebra form which is
non-cyclic.
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